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Whether you are drawing and reflecting on an image 
for guidance, preparing for a conversation, or playing 

through a challenging issue with another, the Relationship 
Repair Game is intended to invite and challenge you to new 
levels of skill, awareness and perception. We have provided 
some suggestions for using the deck, yet the potential appli-
cations are unlimited. Please share your new ideas for deck 
uses and insights with the community through our website:

www.RelationshipRepairGame.com

Playing the Game of Relationship

Our satisfaction and success in nearly every area of life is tied 
to our ability to effectively navigate relationships, an area in 
which most of us are taught few skills and receive poor mod-
eling. How then, do we learn these essential human skills? 
Comedian Chris Rock declares about the marriage relation-
ship: “Nothing prepares you for marriage. Nothing! Only 
marriage can prepare you for marriage!” In other words, the 
process of relationship is itself the teacher.

The process of relationship is a core “game” life has set up for 
us, one which has its own set of guidelines, awareness and 
skills which determine our ability to win. The playing field is a 
broad spectrum between our sense of autonomy (our ability 
to know and choose our own feelings, thoughts, and actions) 
and our sense of connection with others (having consider-
ation, closeness, community). When we are out of balance 
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we limit our ability to thrive. The goal is to seek a conscious, 
healthy balance between these poles; to dwell in the Inter- 
Dependence between ourselves, others, and all of life. 

The required skills cannot be learned and integrated by read-
ing, thinking and talking about them, only through direct 
experience; only through the “doing” of them. Through the 
Relationship Repair Game, we have attempted to make the 
skills and tools accessible and learnable as you apply them in 
your relationships.

How do I Win (at the relationship game)?

In this dance of Inter-Dependence:

• There is no end goal… it is an adventure game with pro-
gressive levels of skill: the more you play, the better you 
are, and the deeper levels at which you are able to “win.” 

• Each moment we play is an opportunity for both people to 
“win.” Winning is inevitable when each person feels under-
stood and cared for, and when decisions take each being’s 
perspectives, feelings and needs into account.

• One can also “win” by employing their ability to nurture 
and care for themselves when they are not receiving the 
support they want from others. 

Autonomy Connection
Inter-Dependence
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Using the Deck or Playing the Game

Getting Started: Focus and Intention

You can maximize the benefit and depth with the card deck 
by creating focus and intention with each use. Begin by cre-
ating a quiet environment with minimum distractions. You 
may want to support your full attention by setting a timer or 
alarm for the total amount of time you are giving this work 
with the deck. Relax into your body with a few slow breaths, 
noticing your thoughts and feeling whatever sensations arise.

How do you each want to be as you work with this conflict or 
dialogue? Compassionate? Clear? Patient? Courageous? Each 
player will set their intentions by writing them on a piece of 
paper and placing it in front of themselves: maintaining part 
of your awareness on your deeper goals as you play. 

Analyze Power Dynamics

Each conflict situation has embedded situational and institu-
tional power dynamics which contribute to the conflict and 
the manner in which it is playing out. Who may have more 
influence, control, expertise, access to resources, or support? 
Who might be more impacted, or have more to lose?

Based on your analysis, how might you acknowledge and 
minimize the perceived, potential, or real power imbalances? 
Consider how and where you address the conflict, and who is 
present. Do you need to adapt any of the cards’ tools to help 
establish safety, equity and authenticity?
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Guidance Mode: Reflection, Divination, 
and Coaching

Using the deck in the guidance mode can help you find 
deeper insights, transform emotions, clarify values, and pre-
pare for a difficult conversation. In fact, we can resolve many 
conflicts without the other person actively participating, by 
doing work on ourselves and then redirecting our attention 
or coming to them with a simple request. Some of the ways 
to use the deck in the guidance mode are as follows:

Reflection – Spread out the entire deck of images (artwork 
side) in front of you. Close your eyes, repeat your inten-
tion(s), scan the images, then notice and select the card 
you are drawn to. Sit with this image quietly, without any 
agenda, observing the emotions that are evoked. Do not read 
the text side of the card so you can encounter the image 
freshly, allowing your wisdom to surface as it is relevant to 
this moment. How is this image related to the conflict? What 
guidance does it offer to best approach the situation? Sit 
with the image longer, enabling secondary, more subtle (and 
more powerful) insights and meanings to arise. Place the 
card in a visible location on a shelf or table for a few days to 
occasionally deepen your reflection.

Divination – Shuffle the deck while repeating your inten-
tion in your mind. Hold the cards next to your heart, and 
say to yourself: May my intention be revealed and supported 
in this reading. Lay the deck down in front of you, artwork 
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side up, fanning the cards slightly so that you are unable to 
see the images, or spread the deck out and blur/mostly close 
your eyes. Rub your hands lightly to warm and sensitize them, 
then hover them above the deck. Notice if your fingers feel 
tingling or warm over a card, or if your hands seem to auto-
matically move to the card you are being guided to pick. 
Select a card, then sit with it in the manner described in the 

“Reflection” section above.

Conflict Coaching – There are several ways to use the cards 
for coaching, by selecting the card(s) in either the “Reflec-
tion” or “Divination” manner and applying the tools/skills 
on the text side of the card to your relationship. Some vari-
ations include:

Ordered Approach: Five Card Hand – Select five cards. Read 
through each of them, noticing which ones you feel open to 
and which ones you have more resistance to. Order them in 
a way that might be helpful as a step-by-step approach to 
addressing and working through the conflict. 

Past, Present, Future: Three Card Layout – Select three 
cards, and lay them out in front of you. The card on the left 
refers to the quality, skill or awareness that is or was needed 
to heal the past interaction with this person. The card in the 
center can indicate what quality, skill, or awareness might be 
helpful currently. The card on the right refers to what qual-
ity, skill or awareness may be important in this relationship 
in the future.
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Dialogue Mode: Playing with Others

When do I Play with Others?

Anytime we are feeling hurt, angry, defensive, shut down 
(numb), or anxiously reviewing or pre-planning conversations 
with another person. In essence, if we are being challenged, 
and playing the game of “relationship” anyway, why not play 
with intention, guidance and practical tools.

Invite Other Player(s)

Inform somebody that there is something you want to dis-
cuss that may be challenging, and that you would like to use 
the card deck for help in guiding you through it. This could 
sound like:

“I am noticing our voices raised and I’m feeling tense; can 
we use the card deck to help this go better?”

“I want to talk with you about                  ” or “I know we need 
to make a decision about                 . Can we use the cards? 
It would help me practice effective communication.”

Respect Each Individual’s Timeframe

Each person has a different mix and way of managing their 
responsibilities, and different methods of internally pro-
cessing their experiences. Each person will therefore have a 
different timeframe for their readiness to discuss a difficult 
issue. By respecting each person’s uniqueness around this, 
you are already successfully playing the game of relationship. 
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You might ask: “Can we schedule 30 minutes sometime this 
week to use the cards?” We suggest sticking to a specific 
amount of time (30 or 60 minutes) to ease anxiety; many 
people dread discussing interpersonal conflicts if such con-
versations have been time-consuming, painful experiences. 
If they are reluctant, ask “Can you tell me what is preventing 
you from wanting to make time for this?” 

How do I Play with Others?

Playing Amidst the Conflict

After inviting the other person(s), writing down your inten-
tions, and shuffling the deck with the intent in mind, deal 
each person seven cards, with the text-side facing down. Tak-
ing turns, each player will scan through (read the titles of) the 
cards in their hand, and:

1. Select the card that best fits that moment (based on card 
applicability and their authentic willingness to try that skill 
or tool). If none of the cards in their hand feel workable, 
they can pick another card from the remaining deck, add-
ing one to their hand.

2. Read the selected card thoroughly, along with any rele-
vant supplemental information from this booklet. When 
ready they will lay the card down (text facing up). The 
other player will then start a timer (use the timer on your 
phone, cooking timer, or one of many available online tim-
ers), preferably with a pleasant sounding end signal. We 
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suggest two minutes per hand for beginning and one min-
ute per hand for experienced players. A few of the cards 
have a time symbol such as T5, indicating it takes an esti-
mated 5 minutes to complete that card’s process.

3. Give their sincere effort to follow the card’s instructions 
for the duration of the timer. If completing early, they can 
silently reflect, repeat the skill, or move to the other play-
er’s turn by mutual consent. When the timer ends, take 
3–5 seconds to wind down the task/words either person 
was doing/saying, and transition to the other player.

The player who is managing the timer (the one not playing a 
card at the time) may request a re-do if the one playing the 
card is not genuinely trying the skill, although this type of ref-
ereeing is discouraged more than once per game. Allow for 
different interpretations of the cards’ instructions. 

The simple objective is to gradually empty your hand of cards 
as you “play,” laying one down at each turn. While the person 
who plays all of their cards first can celebrate their capacity 
and adaptability, this game is oriented towards connection 
and personal growth rather than competition.

Another way to structure the game is to deal each person 11 
cards, then each lays out a pyramid spread with five cards at 
the bottom and one at the top (5, 3, 2, 1). Beginning with the 
bottom row, each player turns over and plays all the cards 
in each row (pulling/playing more cards from the deck if 
needed) before moving to the next row higher up.
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Practicing Together: Building skill

Use the card deck with easier issues to catch issues before 
they become larger, thereby building your skills and capacity 
to play with more challenging matters. One way to do this 
is to regularly (weekly) make time to practice communica-
tion with the deck.

Practicing with a Substitute

If the issue or relationship is highly contentious, or the 
other person won’t engage, you can practice with a substi-
tute who “stands in,” pretending to be the person you are in 
conflict with. Give the substitute an extremely brief picture 
about the other’s likely position(s) and comments, and use 
the cards to practice discussing the issue together. You may 
choose to have the substitute use the cards as well (easier), or 
respond as the other person normally would without struc-
ture and supportive tools (more challenging).

After the Game: Next Steps

Whether using the deck solely or with others, you can each 
increase your effectiveness with the following post-play steps: 

1) Express gratitude for your/their willingness to open and 
challenge yourselves, or for anything else.  

2) Are there any requests you have for yourself or the other?   
Identify what will happen next – who will do what, by when.  
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3) Take some action to symbolize the new understandings or 
agreements you have come to. This could be practical, such 
as typing them up and emailing them to each other, or met-
aphoric such as planting some flowers together.  

4) If relevant, mark a date on your calendar to check-in or 
follow up.

5) End on a positive note by doing something lighthearted and 
fun together (joke around, go for a walk, get some ice cream).

Alternate Dialogue Structures

A Word about Dialogue Structures

Many people balk at using a structured dialogue process, as 
it can feel stilting to translate a mix of strong opinions and 
reactions into specific communication steps or guidelines. If 
the way you are having a challenging conversations result in 
both people feeling connected to their motivations and val-
ues, heard by and understanding the other with compassion, 
and clear about next steps, then you probably don’t need to 
structure your discussions.

If one of those elements is missing for either person, then a 
dialogue structure can be of assistance; a row boat providing 
safety and predictability during turbulent mental/emotional 
states, which you can guide towards a more satisfying port 
of destination. Despite the initial awkwardness, we have all 
learned many useful tools during our lives that did not ini-
tially feel “natural” to us.
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Simplified Dialogue Structure

1. For a period of three minutes (use a timer):

A “speaker” will share their perspective using the format 
in cards “Express without Blame,” “Share Deeper Honesty,” 
or “Ask for what you Need,” during which the “listener” 
is silent.

2. For a period of one minute (using timer):

The “listener” reflects (says) what they heard back to the 
speaker, using the format in cards “Receive with Empathy/
Understanding,” or “Receive their Request.”

3. Rotate (switch) who is “speaker” and “listener,” and repeat 
steps #1 and #2 above. Continue this pattern until some 
practical requests or proposals begin to emerge.

4. Develop practical next steps with the format from the card 
“Engage Creativity” and the “Making Clear, Doable Requests” 
section of this booklet.

Dialogue Structure without the Other Person’s 
Participation

There are times when the other person either doesn’t want 
to follow a dialogue structure, or you do not want to ask 
them to, based on the nature of the relationship. Yet, follow-
ing a structure within oneself is still profoundly helpful for 
ensuring you will be clear and purposeful in your interactions. 
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During the dialogue:

1. Pay attention to the sensations in your body. Notice and 
pause for a few seconds anytime you feel an emotional 
charge or spike of tension.

2. Empathize with yourself internally during the pause, in the 
manner described on the card “Connect with Self.” You 
might buy some time for this by saying something like 

“Excuse me, I just need a moment to think.”

3. Choose: “Receive (them) with Empathy/Understanding,” or 
“Express (yourself) without Blame.” While neither choice is 
better than the other, if the other person is triggered you 
will have a better chance being heard by them after they 
receive some empathy/understanding from you.

4. Repeat steps #1 through #3 above, continuing this pat-
tern until you feel ready to make a request, in the manner 
described on the card “Ask for what you Need.”

Notice 
(pause)

Connect with self
(own feelings/needs)

Choose:
Empathy or Honesty
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Flip-It for Problem Solving

People often express what they don’t want (their current or 
past complaint). When responding, you can “Flip-It” to the 
opposite by reflecting what they do want (how they would 
like it to be in the future). This productively reorients and 
empowers them towards their desired outcome. This tool 
is most useful when followed by an empathic guess of their 
deeper needs (eg. “you really value mutual support?”), and 
by soliciting a specific request (eg. “How would that look 
to you?”).

Examples of using the “Flip-It” Tool:

NEGATIVE, 
PAST/PRESENT COMPLAINT

POSITIVE,  
DESIRED OUTCOME

“You never back me up when I 
am disciplining the children! “

“So, you’d like me to back up/
support you when you are 
giving discipline?”

“David always arrives at 
meetings late, and you never 
say anything to him.”

“Are you wanting me to treat 
each employee fairly when they 
are late?”

“I am so sick of your criticisms 
and little jabs at me.” 

“Sounds like you’d rather me 
share positive comments or 
nothing at all?”

“When are you going to 
grow up?”

“You’d like me to demonstrate 
maturity?
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Emotions When Your Needs Are Satisfied

AFFECTIONATE
compassionate
loving
open hearted
tender
warm

CONFIDENT
empowered
curious
fascinated

interested
motivated

GRATEFUL
inspired
amazed
encouraged
optimistic
hopeful

HAPPY
pleased

eager
elated
excited
touched
playful

PEACEFUL
clear headed
centered
content
relieved
satisfied

Emotions When Your Needs Are Not Satisfied

UNCOMFORTABLE
uneasy
hurt
embarrassed
upset
disturbed
shocked

SAD
unhappy
troubled
dismayed
disheartened
lonely

disappointed
despair
depressed

MAD
annoyed
irritated
frustrated
angry
exasperated
bitter
furious

ANXIOUS
worried
alarmed
afraid
confused
guarded
insecure 

TIRED
weary
exhausted
overwhelmed
distant
withdrawn
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Needs/Values We All Have

AUTONOMY
choice
freedom
independence
space
spontaneity

HONESTY
authenticity
integrity
self-worth
self-expression
trust

PEACE
beauty
presence
communion
consistency
ease
equality
harmony
inspiration
order

BELONGING
acceptance
community
companionship

cooperation
inclusion
safety
security
stability
mutuality
support
to know and 

be known

CONNECTION
affection
appreciation
acknowledgement
communication
closeness
compassion
consideration
empathy
love / warmth
nurturing
respect/

self-respect
to see and be 

seen
to understand 

and be 
understood

warmth 

PHYSICAL  
WELL-BEING
air, food, water
movement/

exercise
rest/sleep
safety
touch
sexual expression

MEANING
purpose
awareness
celebration of 

life
challenge
clarity
consciousness
contribution
creativity
discovery
effectiveness
growth
hope
learning
mourning

For a larger list of emotions and needs/values visit 
www.CNVC.org
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Making Clear, Doable Requests

Clear requests describe what we want (versus what we don’t 
want) and are doable (a specific action by a specific person). 
For example, instead of “Would you stop being so lazy?” you 
might ask “Would you clean the kitchen counter before you go 
to bed tonight?” It is authentically a request if you are open 
to hearing a “no” and having more dialogue. Conversely, it is 
a demand if you become angry and want to punish, shame, 
guilt, or hold a grudge if the other person does not comply. 
Below are three types of requests you might use in a dialogue. 
For charged and weighty issues, you might use all three types 
consecutively; for more straightforward issues, you might 
only use the 3rd or 2nd, then the 3rd.

1. Understanding Requests: Use after you’ve shared some-
thing that is vulnerable or has some emotional charge behind 
it, and you want to check out if the other person has heard 
your message accurately (or if they are reacting to their own 
interpretation of what you said). 

Examples:

“Would you tell me what you are hearing is important to 
me around this?”

“Would you be willing to tell me back what you heard me 
say, so I can see if I was clear?”

2. Connection Requests: For use when you want to have 
some connection with how the other person is reacting 
(what is going on inside them). 
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Examples:

“How are you feeling about what I shared?”

“What thoughts do you have about that?”

3. Information/Action Requests: A clear request for infor-
mation, action, or a plan to take action. Specify who you 
would like to do what by when. Action requests are most 
effective when you have also shared your need behind the 
request (why you are asking it). 

Examples:

“I want to leave home without stress this morning: Could 
you be ready to walk out the door in ten minutes?”

“I am longing to be more social: Would you invite me to 
the next gathering you are having?”

“Would you be willing to sit down with me and our 
supervisor to figure out a solution to this? I would really 
appreciate the teamwork.”

A Self-Forgiveness Process

In lieu of self-blame/judgment and feeling guilt or shame for 
some “mistake”, cultivate self-forgiveness with the follow-
ing process.

1. Grieving – What needs of yours were not met by the choices 
you made or the impacts of those choices? Instead of feel-
ing at fault or bad about yourself, tune into your sadness, 
regret and grief about those needs not being met (page 15).
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2. Empathizing with the “Chooser” – Develop compassion 
for the part of you that chose to do what you did. What 
needs were motivating you at the time? Provide some 
understanding and acceptance to that well-intending part 
of yourself, which was not aware of the consequences or 
couldn’t see another option at the time.

3. Learning for the Future – Bring to mind both the needs 
that were not met by our actions (#1) and the needs the 

“Chooser” was trying to meet (#2): How might you have 
gone about it differently, which may have fulfilled both 
sets of needs? What will help you remember this when 
you are facing a similar situation in the future?

Mapping Your Conflict Cycle

An example of a cycle map between a father and daughter.

Sam asks if Drea has 
cleaned her room yet 
(or some other chore)

Both avoid each other, 
disconnection grows, 

room stays messy

Drea thinks “that’s all 
he cares about” and 

responds “I’ll do it later”

Drea gets upset, and 
shuts down or leaves 

house upset

Next day, Sam notices 
chore not done, gets 

frustrated, yells/lectures
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Charting Positive Opposites

Below is an example of charting each of your opposite quali-
ties. Notice that these qualities are on a continuum, in which 
people move towards the outer edges (negative expressions) 
in times of stress and towards the center when healthy.

1
Their negative 

quality/
expression

2  
Their opposite 

positive 
quality/

expression

3  
Your opposite 

positive quality/
expression

4
Your 

negative 
quality/

expression

• Takes risks 
with new 
friends/work

• Often 
gets taken 
advantage of/
disappointed

• Trusting of 
others

• Positive and 
adventurous

• Looks at  
opportunities 

• Protective 

• Evaluates 
options

• Cautious 
and alert

• “Calculated 
risks”

• Mistrustful 

• Assume 
the worst

• Scared of 
change

• No risks: 
Stagnant

Self-Defeating “Life Traps”

The following early maladaptive beliefs manifest as percep-
tions and expectations that one’s associated core needs 
will not be met with any predictability or satisfaction. For 
more in-depth understanding of and guidance in disman-
tling these limiting beliefs, read Reinventing Your Life, by Drs. 
 Jeffrey Young and Janet Klosko.
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1. Abandonment/Instability – believing you cannot rely 
upon others for support, connection, physical presence 
and protection.

2. Mistrust/Abuse – expectation others will hurt, abuse, lie, 
manipulate, take advantage of you.

3. Emotional Deprivation – expectation you will not get 
the emotional support needed (nurturance, empathy, 
guidance).

4. Defectiveness – belief of being defective, bad, unwanted, 
inferior, flawed or unlovable, resulting in hyper-sensitivity 
to criticism and blame.

5. Social Isolation – belief you are isolated, different from 
others, and thus do not belong to a group or community.

6. Dependence/Incompetence – belief you cannot han-
dle everyday life choices and responsibilities without help 
from others.

7. Vulnerability to Harm/Illness – exaggerated fear of 
unpreventable catastrophe (medical, emotional, environ-
mental, natural disasters).

8. Enmeshment – excessive involvement and closeness with 
others (often parents), at expense of your own identity 
and development.

9. Failure – belief you have failed and will inevitably fail, and 
are fundamentally incompetent to achieve your life goals.
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10. Entitlement – belief you are superior to others, deserve 
special privileges, and do not need to follow the same rules.

11. Insufficient Self-Control – difficulty and refusal to 
exercise self-control (habits, addiction, anger, verbal 
expression) in order to achieve goals.

12. Subjugation – excessive surrender of emotions, needs, 
choices and control to others to avoid criticism, punish-
ment or abandonment.

13. Self-Sacrifice – excessive focus on meeting other’s needs 
at the expense of your own.

14. Approval Seeking – excessive emphasis on gaining 
approval/attention from and fitting in with others, with-
out developing an authentic self.

15. Pessimism – overly focused on pain, loss, disappointment, 
potential mistakes and things that could go wrong, while 
minimizing positive aspects and circumstances.

16. Emotional Inhibition – excessive withholding of spontane-
ous feeling, communication or action (either for approval 
or because you mistrust your own impulse control).

17. Unrelenting Standards – excessive striving to meet very 
high internalized standards for behavior, performance and 
accomplishment, resulting in internal pressure, perfec-
tionism and difficulty slowing down.

18. Punitiveness – belief people should be harshly punished 
for making mistakes; therefore making you intolerant/
impatient with yourself and others.
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Identifying Pursue / Distance Behaviors

Scan the behaviors listed below, noticing if any are relevant 
to this conflict or relationship.*

Common 
Pursuer Behaviors

Common 
Distancer Behaviors

Craves constant and continual 
attention, connection, affection

Wants connection (not closeness), 
but craves distance

Cannot seem to get enough 
contact and companionship

Can’t seem to get enough space;  
anxious with extended togetherness

Frequently and openly shares 
vulnerable thoughts/feelings

Maintains secrets/privacy; 
Intellectualizes feelings

Shows fear, hides anger; nags, 
whines and complains

Shows anger, hides fear; picks 
fights to create space/distance

Overly giving, accepting, 
accommodating, allowing

Takes other’s giving for granted or 
feels smothered / obligated

Poor boundaries; tolerates 
mistreatment and betrayal

Rigid boundaries; zero tolerance 
for perceived disrespect / disloyalty

Lets needs become neediness, 
whining and demanding

Turns needs and giving/receiving 
into expectations and obligations 

Settles for sex as proof of love 
or to “buy” security; may give 
up healthy sexual boundaries 
to  “please” other

Uses sex as substitute for closeness 
or sexual withholding / distance to 
manipulate or avoid closeness

Goes along with other’s agenda 
or timing

Insists on being in control and on 
making the decisions

* Adapted from How to be an Adult in Relationship, by David Richo.
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The “Pursuing” behaviors are usually generated by a fear of 
abandonment (being left or left alone) and not getting the 
connection/love they need, while the “distancing” behaviors 
come from a fear of engulfment (being smothered) or that 
closeness will lead to being hurt or trapped. 

“Pursuers” and “Distancers” are often drawn together, as we 
tend to attract into our lives people with characteristics 

that we have unconsciously disowned and need to develop 
a bit more.

To alter these patterns, the pursuer needs to set time aside 
each day for themselves and to develop their own separate 
put more energy into self-connection/love, their own life and 
separate interests and friendships. The distancer needs to 
take the initiative and schedule time to build connection in 
the relationship. If the pursuer is reassured of together time, 
they can more easily provide space for the distancer.

Truly healing these core attachment fears is a long-term pro-
ject (with many rewards along the way), facilitated by openly 
asking others for patience and support. The work includes 
being aware of, and humbly acknowledging when the pat-
terns arise, allowing ourselves to tolerate the feelings (instead 
of acting out of them), and nurturing the hurt and scared child 
who was suffering or traumatized when these fears first arose. 

Overall, it is helpful to remember that we are only in control 
of (and have the right to) make our own choices and deci-
sions in a relationship, as does the other person for themself.
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Common Cognitive Distortions

All-or-Nothing Thinking: You view things only in absolutes. 
It’s good or bad, love or hate, success or failure. There is no 
middle ground.

Overgeneralization: You conclude and then expect a repeat-
ing negative pattern or outcome based upon a single event. 
This includes labeling others as “always” or “never” being a 
certain way.

Filtering: You dwell on and magnify a negative detail until 
it discolors your vision of the entire situation. Or you might 
discount and filter out positive qualities or accomplishments 
of yourself or another.

Mind Reading: You decide you know other’s thoughts, feel-
ings and motivations without them saying so.

Personalization: You think everything people say or do is 
some reaction to you, or attempt to influence you.

Emotional Reasoning: You believe that what you feel must 
automatically be true. “I feel like I’m being brushed off, so I 
must be.”

“Should” Rules: You have an ironclad list of rules about how 
you and others “should,” “must” and “ought to” act, with crit-
icism or guilt if they/you don’t meet these standards.

Control Fallacies: If you feel externally controlled, you see 
yourself as a powerless, helpless victim. If you have the fallacy 
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of internal control, you believe you are responsible for the 
pain and happiness of other’s around you.

Fallacy of Change: You believe your ability to be happy 
depends on changing others, and you believe they will 
change to suit you if you just pressure, persuade, or criticize 
them enough.

Being Right: You are continually trying to prove that your 
opinions and actions are correct (and others’ incorrect). It is 
unbearable to think of your choices as “wrong.”

Nature’s Life Cycle Applied to Relationships

Some of the relationship qualities accompanying the  natural 
cycle of life are:

Sprouting – the very beginning (or new form of) the friend-
ship/relationship. Interest, curiosity, projections, and possible 
disappointments. Will it get the nourishment it needs to grow?

Rapid growth – be ready for quick changes, surprise, and con-
fusion as you rapidly figure out what you are to each other.

Maturing – having reached a plateau of knowing each other, 
you begin to settle/stretch into the type of relationship it is, 
and establish comfortable, predictable ways of relating to 
each other (can potentially feel like boredom).

Flowering/fruiting – with a sense of safety/security, each 
person can begin expressing their more complete authenticity 
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and creativity, pushing boundaries, trying to heal wounds 
from the past and find the fullest sense of themselves. This 
requires independence, which one or more might protest with 
fear. Some people hide their authenticity in this stage to gain 
security or ungracefully test the boundaries of the security.

Releasing seeds – if previous healing/expansion mastered, 
the relationship learnings become teachings and each person 
is a mentor for others in their community. If struggling, the 
lessons of the relationship are discovered through processing 
the hurt and anger with good friends and counselors.

Withering/dying – do not resist. Let it be, feel the sadness, 
and recognize the process of release, the end of this relation-
ship or the form it has taken.

Composting – the deep reflection and introspection time 
after the relationship has shifted or ended, during which you 
process thoughts and feelings (turn over the content of the 
relationship in your mind). The insights and wisdom provid-
ing the soil for future relationships.

Stillness – take time to stay in the unknown about what 
will happen next, like a dormant seed awaiting the right 
conditions.

Germinating of the new seed – prior to any new relation-
ship development; this is the self-nurturing that results in an 
internal readiness to be open to a new relationship or a new 
form of the existing relationship.
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Drill Further Down Example

I wish my ex would return my calls or initiate calling me.

What would that do for you? What need would be fulfilled?

Just some basic, considerate communication would be nice.

And why does that matter? If you did get that, how would 
you be?

I would feel open and relaxed when I think of them. It mat-
ters because I’d like some semblance of connection with them.
(Take time to feel the disappointment with the lack of/desire 
for connection).

And why does that matter? What other, deeper need 
would be met?

I would feel like my friendship is valued, and I matter to them.

And why does that matter? If you did get that, how would 
you be?

It would help give me the sense that my connection, friendship 
and sharing of myself and life with somebody really means 
something, like it is really worth the effort. (Take a moment 
to feel the sadness and yearning for meaning).

And why does that matter? If you did get that, what other, 
deeper need might be met?

I would have more trust in “love,” and significance of it. (Take 
time to feel that yearning to trust love).
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Addressing Reciprocity of Hurt

In the same way that people overtly or unconsciously seek 
to balance the overall flow of giving and receiving love, 
attention, and support in relationships, we are also driven 
to balance the hurtful and painful events and conditions of 
relationships. 

How this often looks in relationship is that the person who 
is wounded by another’s actions spends the next several 
months or years making guilt-inducing verbal jabs, repeatedly, 
reactively and unconsciously “sharing” a piece of their hurt. 

While empathy and apologies are always essential, there 
are times when some additional form of equalization is still 
sought. The challenge and opportunity is to notice if there is 
a clear, persistent imbalance of hurts, and to proactively and 
consciously create a restorative reciprocity.

Essentially, what could the other person say or do that would 
help compensate, balance the scales, or make up for the 
pain they helped to create? For example, they might agree 
to experience something painful themselves, give up or go 
without something they depend upon for joy, or provide 
some compensatory service for the wounded person.

When this mutually agreed restorative action takes place, 
both the giver and receiver of the original wound may find 
relief and resolve that words alone did not absolve.
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A Note from the Artist

The transformational qualities of color, light and movement 
inform all of my work – from pastel and acrylic paintings 
to colored pencil illustrations, which is the medium for this 
deck. Light holds inspirational energy and color is deeply nur-
turing; flowing lines and shapes assist in flexibility.

Creating this collection of transformative cards with Stuart 
(Watson) has been a wonderful, synchronistic collaboration. 
As I worked on the illustrations, I played various versions of 
healing music imbuing the work with a high intent. I also 
found myself focusing on the cards’ clarity of purpose and 
noticed the content having real affects in my life. May this 
deck work with your soul’s intentions, holding you to deeper 
and wider expansions of the heart!

For information about Shahastra’s image-only card deck for 
personal/soul reflection entitled “Meeting the Self” or any 
other question regarding the art, Shahastra can be contacted 
at: www.shahastra.com
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A Note from the Deck’s Author

The idea for this project sparked as I was contemplating how 
all beings reside in, and are defined by an inextricable web 
of relationships, and how desperately our families, work-
places and community need the consciousness and skills of 
this undeniable inter-dependence. Despite the deficiency of 
social education and modeling, these skills are easily learn-
able and can be practiced, just as with soccer, chess, or any 
game. “Aha!” I then realized, “I want to make a game to help 
people learn and integrate these skills of interdependence!”

The first draft was eleven cards, the second was 22 cards. It 
then gradually blossomed to 77 cards, until “Hail the Fool” 
arrived as card number 0. My goal was to make the skill 
or awareness on each card succinct, specific and practical, 
with any of the cards being more helpful than the uncon-
scious habits we have absorbed through mainstream culture. 
I wanted the images to be relevant to the essence of each 
card’s message, yet metaphoric enough to serve as a portal to 
the unlimited potentiality of each person’s inherent wisdom.

The process of the deck’s creation has been one of my great-
est teachers. The limited printing space forced me to drill 
down to the core of, and live each card’s gift. The images 
were revealed in dreams, conversations and from the artist 
with astonishing synchronicity, and sometimes with diffi-
culty in translating them to 2D. Most of all, the deck has 
taught me how to not force it, but instead to just be patient 
and allow for the natural flow of inspired creativity. 
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Verbally express what is described, filling 
in the blanks. Italic provides exact words to 
speak, although you are welcome to refine.

Do this external action or internal process.

Internally/silently inquire, reflect upon 
and consider. 

These are options. Choose and focus on one 
of the bullets.

Corresponds to page number in booklet that 
contains more info.

If playing with another person, place this 
card back in the pile to be drawn from again.

The suggested time, in minutes, for that 
card’s process (if longer than the average 1–2 
minutes per card).
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Quick Guide: 
Card Symbol Key


